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Abstract
Using Brown’s construction (J. Algebra 15 (1970) 103) of an exact 6-term sequence for a
>bration of groupoids we show how an exact 9-term sequence can be associated to a >bration
of bigroupoids. Applications to topology and algebra are given. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
In [4] Brown has constructed an exact 6-term sequence corresponding to a >bration
of groupoids. This paper is concerned with the extension of the sequence to dimension
2. Using Brown’s construction we derive an exact 9-term sequence for a >bration
of bigroupoids. The concept of >bration of bigroupoids is new and generalises the
notion of >bration of 2-groupoids (see [14]). In particular, the theory applies to the
construction of the homotopy bigroupoid 2(X ) of a topological space X (see [7]).
We show how the bottom end up to dimension 2 of the exact homotopy sequence of
a Hurewicz >bration can be obtained by our methods. As an application to algebra we
establish an exact 9-term sequence for a crossed module over a group acting on a set.
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1. Bigroupoids
A bigroupoid is a bicategory in the sense of B0enabou [3] (see also [13]) such that the
2-cells are strictly invertible and the 1-cells are invertible up to coherent isomorphism.
For the convenience of the reader and in order to >x notation we include the following
details from [7].
Denition 1.1. A bigroupoid S is given by the following data:
(i) A set Ob(S), called set of objects (0-cells) of S.
(ii) A groupoid S(p; q) for each pair (p; q) of objects of S.
(iii) A functor (composition)
S(p; q)× S(q; r) •−→S(p; r)
for each triple (p; q; r) of objects of S.
(iv) An object (identity arrow) cp of S(p;p) for each object p of S.
(v) A (covariant) functor (inversion)
−1 :S(p; q)−→S(q; p)
for each pair (p; q) of objects of S.
Notation. An object f :p−→ q of S(p; q) is called an arrow or 1-cell; a morphism
 :f ⇒ f′ in S(p; q) is called a 2-cell.
Composition of  :f ⇒ f′ and ′ :f′ ⇒ f′′ in S(p; q) will be denoted additively
to give
 + ′ :f ⇒ f′′ (vertical composition)
whereas the composition functor assigns to a pair of arrows f :p−→ q; g :
q−→ r an arrow
g • f :p−→ r (horizontal composition);
similarly for 2-cells.
The identity 2-cell 0cp : cp ⇒ cp will be denoted by 0p.
The data (i)–(v) are related by natural isomorphisms (associativity, identity, cancel-
lation) such that the obvious coherence axioms are satis>ed (cf. [7]).
Examples 1.2. (a) A 2-groupoid is a bigroupoid such that composition (iii) is strictly
associative, identities (iv) and inverses (v) are strict and the natural isomorphisms are
all given by identity 2-cells. (See also [14,15].)
(b) A category with group structure, as considered in [11,19], is just a bigroupoid
with one object.
(c) The homotopy bigroupoid 2(X ) of a topological space. The data are as follows.
(For proofs, see [7].)
The objects of 2(X ) are the points p; q etc. of X . The 1-cells of 2(X )(p; q) are
the paths f;f′ etc. in X from p to q, where, as usual, a path f from p to q is a
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continuous map f : I −→X from the unit interval of real numbers I = [0; 1] into X
such that f(0)=p and f(1)= q. The 2-cells are the 2-tracks
{ft} :f ⇒ f′ :p  q;
where ft :f  f′ :p  q is a relative homotopy and {ft} denotes its relative
homotopy class.
Horizontal resp. vertical composition in 2(X ) is induced by pasting paths resp.
homotopies in the traditional way using subdivision of the unit interval at 12 . Constant
paths serve as identity arrows. The reverse path construction via t 	→ 1 − t gives rise
to the inversion functor.
Finally, the natural isomorphisms are induced by rescale, dilation and cancellation
(cf. [16, pp. 47, 48]).
Remarks. The construction of 2(X ) has been sketched in [1], where it is called
the ‘fundamental 2-groupoid’ of X , although the notion of 2-groupoid should then be
understood in a weak sense, which is not made entirely clear.
The notation 2(X ) is chosen appropriately. It is proved in [7, Proposition 3.2] that
the object group of 2(X )(p;p) at the constant path cp is isomorphic to the second
homotopy group 2(X; p). This is also true for 2(X )(p; q)(f) for any path f :p  q.
([7, Corollary 3:9]).
In [2] Batanin de>nes a notion of ‘fundamental weak n-groupoid’ of X for any n.
For n=2, the connection between his structure and the present 2(X ) will be studied
elsewhere by the third author.
We use the following type of morphism between bigroupoids which corresponds to
B0enabou’s notion of strict homomorphism ([3, (4:2)]) and Street’s notion of 2-functor
([17, p. 567]).
Denition 1.3. Let S and T be bigroupoids.
A 2-functor ’ :S−→T is given by the following data.
(i) A map ’0 :Ob(S)−→Ob(T).
(ii) For each pair (p; q) of objects of S, a functor
’p;q :S(p; q)−→T(’(p); ’(q)):
(The notations ’0; ’p;q will often be simpli>ed to ’ when no confusion arises.)
These data are required to commute with all the constraints of 1.1 in the obvious
way.
Example 1.4. If u :X −→Y is a continuous map between topological spaces, then a
2-functor
u∗ :2(X )−→2(Y )
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is given by the following data:
(i) On objects u∗ sends p∈X to u(p)∈Y:
(ii) For each pair (p; q) of points of X; the functor
u∗ :2(X )(p; q)−→2(Y )(u(p); u(q))
is induced by postcomposition with u in the obvious way:
f :p  q 	→ uf : u(p)  u(q);
{ft} :f ⇒ f′ 	→ {uft} : uf ⇒ uf′:
2. Fibrations of bigroupoids
The following de>nition is inspired by Moerdijk’s (Grothendieck-type) de>nition of
a >bration between 2-groupoids (see [14,15]).
Denition 2.1. A 2-functor ’ :S−→T between bigroupoids is a <bration if
(i) For each object p of S, the induced map between sets of 1-cells
’p : StS(p)=
⋃
q∈Ob(S)
S(p; q)−→ StT(’(p)) :f 	→ ’(f)
is surjective.
(ii) For each pair (p; q) of objects of S, the functor
’p;q :S(p; q)−→T(’(p); ’(q))
is a >bration of groupoids (in the sense of Brown [4]).
The correspondence with Moerdijk’s notion is as follows:
Proposition 2.2. A 2-functor ’ :S−→T between 2-groupoids (considered as
bigroupoids) is a <bration if and only if ’ is a <bration in the sense of Moerdijk.
Proof. For a 2-groupoid S, the objects and 1-cells form a groupoid U (S) (underlying
groupoid of S). Condition (i) of 2.1 is then equivalent to saying that the underlying
functor U (’) :U (S)−→U (T) is star-surjective, hence a >bration of groupoids (see
[4]). By Lemma 1:7:3 of [14], conditions (i) and (ii) are then equivalent to the condition
that ’ is a >bration of 2-groupoids.
In general a bigroupoid S has no underlying groupoid of objects and 1-cells. We
can, however, consider the Poincar0e category S of S (see [3, (7.1)]) with the same
objects as S and with 1-cells the (connected) components [f] of 1-cells f of S.
More precisely, for f∈Ob(S(p; q)); [f] = [f]S(p;q) contains those f′ ∈Ob(S(p; q))
for which S(p; q)(f;f′) = ∅:
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It is clear that S, with composition given by
(S)(p; q)× (S)(q; r)−→ (S)(p; r) : ([f]; [g]) 	→ [g • f];
is a groupoid, which will be called the Poincar=e groupoid of S.
As an example one can easily verify that the Poincar0e groupoid of the homotopy
bigroupoid 2(X ) (see 1.2(c)) is exactly the fundamental groupoid of X .
From [3, (7:1)] it also follows that the correspondence S S can be made into a
functor from the category of bigroupoids (and 2-functors) to the category of groupoids,
as follows.
For a 2-functor ’ :S−→T between bigroupoids, let ’ :S−→ T be the func-
tor between groupoids de>ned by (’)(p)=’(p) for p∈Ob(S)=Ob(S) and by
(’)([f])= [’(f)] for a 1-cell f of S.
The following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 2.3. Let ’ :S−→T be a <bration of bigroupoids. Then ’ :
S−→ T is a <bration of (Poincar=e) groupoids.
We shall now use Brown’s construction of exact sequences corresponding to a >-
bration of groupoids (see [4,5,9]) to obtain the following main theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let ’ :S−→T be a <bration of bigroupoids. Then for each object p
of S we have an exact 9-term sequence of groups and pointed sets
1 −→ Fcp(cp) i2−→S(p;p)(cp)
’2−→T(’(p); ’(p))(c’(p)) @2−→0(Fcp)
i1−→ (S)(p) ’1−→(T)(’(p)) @1−→0(Fp) j∗−→0(S) ’∗−→0(T)
in which Fcp is the <bre (in the groupoid sense) of ’p;p :S(p;p)−→T
(’(p); ’(p)) over c’(p); Fp is the <bre of ’ :S−→ T over ’(p) and the pointed
sets (of components) 0(Fcp); 0(Fp): 0(S) and 0(T) have base points [cp]Fcp ;
[p]Fp ; [p]S and [’(p)]T; respectively.
(The meaning of the arrows of the sequence is made clear in the proof.)
Proof. Since, for p∈Ob(S), ’p;p :S(p;p) −→ T(’(p); ’(p)) is a >bration of
groupoids (by 2:1(ii)), we have, by [4, (4:2)] (or see [5,9]), an exact sequence
1 −→ Fcp(cp) i2−→S(p;p)(cp)
’2−→T(’(p); ’(p))(c’(p))
@2−→ 0(Fcp) i1−→0(S(p;p))
’1−→0(T(’(p); ’(p)))
of four groups followed by three pointed sets with base points [cp]Fcp ; [cp]S(p;p) and
[c’(p)]T(’(p);’(p)), respectively. The group homomorphisms i2 and ’2 are induced by
ip :Fcp ⊂ S(p;p) and ’p;p :S(p;p)−→T(’(p); ’(p)), respectively. The connecting
map @2 is de>ned by the action of the group T(’(p); ’(p))(c’(p)) on the set of
components 0(Fcp) of the >bre over c’(p) (see [4, (4:2)] for details) and the maps
i1; ’1 are also induced by ip and ’p;p in an obvious way. By 2:3, ’ :S−→ T is
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also a >bration of groupoids. This gives us a second exact sequence
1−→Fp(p) j2−→(S)(p)(’)2−→(T)(’(p)) @1−→0(Fp) j∗−→0(S) ’∗−→0(T)
of groups and pointed sets with group homomorphisms j2 and (’)2 induced by
jp :Fp ⊂ S and ’, respectively, connecting map @1 de>ned by the action of
(T)(’(p)) on 0(Fp) and maps j∗ and ’∗ also induced by jp and ’. A careful but
easy analysis shows that the maps
’1 :0(S(p;p))→ 0(T(’(p); ’(p))) and (’)2 : (S)(p)→ (T)(’(p))
coincide. Hence, the two exact sequences can be combined in such a way as to provide
the required 9-term exact sequence.
3. Applications
(A) The >rst application shows how the part of the exact homotopy sequence of a
>bration up to dimension 2 can be recovered using a >bration of bigroupoids.
Theorem 3.1. Let u :X −→Y be a (Hurewicz) <bration of topological spaces (see
[16]). Let ’= u∗ :2(X )−→2(Y ) be the induced 2-functor between the homotopy
bigroupoids of X and Y; respectively (see 1:4).
Then ’ is a <bration of bigroupoids and the resulting 9-term exact sequence
(Theorem 2:4) for p∈X gives the bottom end up to dimension 2 of the exact homo-
topy sequence of u.
Proof. (i) For each p∈Ob(2(X ))=X the induced map
’p :
⋃
q∈ X
2(X )(p; q)−→
⋃
r ∈ Y
2(Y )(u(p); r) :f 	→ u ◦ f
is surjective by the path lifting property of u (which is the covering homotopy property
of u with respect to a single-point space).
(ii) For each pair of objects p; q∈X we have to show that the induced functor
’p;q :2(X )(p; q)−→2(Y )(u(p); u(q))
(see 1:4 (ii)) is a >bration of groupoids, i.e. that ’p;q is star-surjective. Let k :p  q be
an object of 2(X )(p; q) and let {ht}∈2(Y )(u(p); u(q))(u◦ k; l) for some l : u(p) 
u(q). De>ne H : I×I −→Y by H (s; t)= ht(s) (s; t ∈ I = [0; 1]). Then H |I×{0}∪{0;1}×I =
u◦& where & : I×{0}∪{0; 1}×I −→X is given by &(s; 0)= k(s); &(0; t)=p; &(1; t)= q.
Since u :X −→Y is a >bration (and {0; 1} ⊂ I is a closed co>bration) there exists by
a well known theorem of StrHm (see [18]) a homotopy G : I × I −→X such that G
extends & and u◦G=H . De>ne gt by gt(s)=G(s; t) (s; t ∈ I): Then one easily veri>es
that {gt}∈ St2(X )(p;q)(k) and that ’p;q{gt}= {u ◦ gt}= {ht}.
This completes the proof that ’ is a >bration of bigroupoids.
(iii) The resulting 9-term exact sequence can be written as
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1−→ Fcp(cp)−→ 2(X; p)−→ 2(Y; u(p))−→ 0(Fcp)
−→ 1(X; p)−→ 1(Y; u(p))−→0(Fp)−→0(X )−→0(Y );
using the fact that 2(X )(p;p)(cp) ∼= 2(X; p) (see [7]), that (2(X ))=1(X )
(fundamental groupoid of X ), and that 0(1(X ))=0(X ) (set of path components
of X; with base point the component of p), and similarly for Y . Again using the fact
that u :X −→Y is a >bration (and in particular using Lemma 3:4:1 of [10]), one can
show that Fcp(cp) is isomorphic to the kernel of u∗ :2(X; p)−→ 2(Y; u(p)); which is
also the image of i∗ :2(F; p)−→ 2(X; p), where i is the inclusion of F = u−1(u(p))
into X . It also follows that 0(Fcp) corresponds bijectively to the fundamental group
1(F; p) and that 0(Fp)=0(F).
Hence we obtain the well known (part of) the exact homotopy sequence of u:
2(F; p) −→ 2(X; p) −→ 2(Y; u(p))−→ 1(F; p)
−→ 1(X; p)−→ 1(Y; u(p))−→0(F)−→0(X )−→0(Y ):
(B) Our second application is purely algebraic.
Let X be a G-set with (left) action G × X −→X : (g; x) 	→ g • x.
Let ) :M−→G be a crossed G-module, i.e. ) is a group homomorphism, and there
is a (right) action M×G−→M :(m; g) 	→mg of the group G on the group M satisfying
the axioms
(CM1) )(mg)= g−1)(m)g (m∈M; g∈G);
(CM2) m)(n) = n−1mn (m; n∈M);
(see [6] for more information on crossed modules).
Associated to the G-set X we have the semidirect product groupoid Gn X (see [9,
p. 151]) with
Ob(Gn X )=X (0-cells); and (Gn X )(x; y)= {g∈G |y= g • x} (1-cells)
and composition
(Gn X )(x; y)× (Gn X )(y; z)−→ (Gn X )(x; z) : (g; h) 	→ hg (product in G):
We can use the crossed module ) :M −→G to add 2-cells as follows.
A 2-cell m : g ⇒ h where g; h∈ (G n X )(x; y); is an element m of M such that
g)(m)= h (product in G).
Horizontal composition of m as before and n : k ⇒ l where k; l∈ (Gn X )(y; z) is
given by
ngm : kg ⇒ lh
(well de>ned since (kg))(ngm)= (kg)(g−1)(n)g))(m)= k)(n)g)(m)= lh); whereas
vertical composition of m as before and n : h ⇒ k where k ∈ (GnX )(x; y) is given by
mn : g ⇒ k
(well de>ned, since g)(mn)= g)(m))(n)= h)(n)= k).
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The reader will easily verify that the resulting structure is a 2-groupoid which we
shall denote by (Gn X; )) or simply by (G; X; )).
Note: when M = {1}; (G; X; )) reduces to GnX seen as discrete 2-groupoid; when
X = {x0}; (G; X; )) reduces to the 2-groupoid with one object G()) associated to the
crossed module ) (see also [15]).
Now let (H; Y; ,) be a second 2-groupoid built in the same way from the H -set Y
and the crossed module , :N −→H .
Let (’;  ) :)−→ , be a morphism of crossed modules, i.e. ’ :M −→N;  :
G−→H are group homomorphisms such that  ◦ )= , ◦ ’ and ’(mg)=’(m) (g)
for m∈M; g∈G.
Let ( ; f) be an equivariant morphism from the G-set X to the H -set Y , i.e.
f :X −→Y and f(g • x)=  (g) •f(x) for g∈G; x∈X . (In this case f will be called
a  -map.) One easily veri>es that we have a 2-functor (’;  ; f) : (G; X; ))−→ (H; Y; ,)
between 2-groupoids de>ned by f :X −→Y on 0-cells,  : (Gn X )(x1; x2)−→ (H n
Y )(f(x1); f(x2)) : g 	→  (g) on 1-cells, and ’ : (G; X; ))(g; h)−→ (H; Y; ,)( (g);  (h)) :
m 	→ ’(m) on 2-cells.
Moreover, an easy calculation shows the following.
Proposition 3.2. The 2-functor (’;  ; f) : (G; X; ))−→ (H; Y; ,) associated to a mor-
phism of crossed modules (’;  ) :)−→ , and a  -map f :X −→Y is a <bration of
2-groupoids if and only if ’ and  are surjective.
After careful inspection the exact sequence resulting from Theorem 2.4 can be written
as follows.
Theorem 3.3. Let (’;  ; f) : (G; X; ))−→ (H; Y; ,) be a <bration of 2-groupoids. Then;
for each x∈X; we have an exact 9-term sequence of groups and pointed sets (the
last three terms)
1 −→ Ker ) ∩ Ker’ −→ Ker ) −→ Ker , −→
(Ker  )(x)=((Ker  )(x) ∩ )(Ker’)) −→ G(x)=()(M) ∩ G(x)) −→
H (f(x))=(,(N ) ∩ H (f(x))) −→ F= −1(,(N ) ∩ H (f(x)))−→X=G−→Y=H;
where G(x) denotes the stability group of x under G; F =f−1(f(x)), and X=G denotes
the orbit set corresponding to the G-set X . The last three orbit sets have base points
orb −1(,(N )∩H (f(x)))(x); orbG(x) and orbH (f(x)); respectively.
Remarks. The exact sequence in 3:3 has many applications. For instance, the exact
orbit sequences in [8] can be obtained as special cases. When X and Y are singletons,
we obtain the following exact sequence for a >bration (’;  ) :)−→ , of crossed
modules, i.e. a morphism of crossed modules with ’ and  surjective.
1 −→ Ker ) ∩ Ker’−→Ker )−→Ker ,
−→ Ker  =)(Ker’)−→G=Im ) −→H=Im ,−→ 1:
In case only ’ is surjective, the exact sequence stops at H=Im ,.
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Note that this sequence can be written as
1−→Ker &−→Ker )−→Ker ,−→Coker &−→Coker )−→Coker ,(−→ 1)
with
&= )|Ker’ : Ker’−→Ker  :
Compare with the well known Ker–Coker sequence in homology (see [12]).
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